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Overview 
 

 
The use of management applications has increased exponentially in recent 
years with the technological revolution. This fact led to have a wide variety of 
applications for this field; however, in most cases, each application has a very 
specific purpose requiring users to use several services. 
 
The project is an attempt to design and create entirely a web application to 
obtain an all-in-one manager. The software seeks to provide the necessary 
functionalities for the management and administration of projects in a single 
place, in other words, a greater simplicity of usage, which will lead to have a 
great benefit differentiating itself from other similar services. 
 
The web application is based on the use of the Angular framework that allows 
improving its scalability and performance with the adoption of best practices. In 
addition, it supports the implementation of a reactive state management that 
substantially improves graphic performance and simplifies application growth. 
 
On the other hand, the server is made with Node.js, which works in two modes, 
via HTTP requests for authentication and via WebSockets for the remaining 
functionalities, allowing simultaneity among clients and thus improve the user 
experience. 
 
Once the development has progressed, a set of functional tests ensures that 
the functionalities are working properly. These tests will be performed each 
time that there is a new functionality in the application in order to verify that the 
previous functionalities are still working. 
 
The document, in addition to the development and verification, includes the 
work plan with a Gantt diagram and the monthly hours per month, the design 
of the web application using views, structure of the database, the current final 
views and how the application will progress once submitted. 
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Resumen 
 

 
El uso de aplicaciones de gestión ha aumentado exponencialmente en los 
últimos años con la revolución tecnológica. Este hecho llevó a tener una gran 
variedad de aplicaciones para este campo; sin embargo, en la mayoría de 
casos, cada aplicación tiene un propósito muy específico que requiere que los 
usuarios utilicen varios servicios. 
 
El proyecto tiene el objetivo de diseñar y crear una aplicación web para obtener 
un gestor todo-en-uno. El software busca proporcionar las funcionalidades 
necesarias para la gestión y administración de proyectos en una sola 
herramienta, es decir, una mayor simplicidad de uso, lo que permitirá obtener 
un gran valor diferencial respecto otros servicios similares. 
 
La aplicación web se basa en la utilización del framework Angular que permite 
con el uso de buenas prácticas mejorar su escalabilidad y rendimiento. 
Además, permite el uso de una máquina de estados que mejora 
sustancialmente el rendimiento gráfico y facilita la expansión de la aplicación. 
 
Por otro lado, el servidor se realiza con Node.js, el cual funciona en dos modos, 
a través de peticiones HTTP para la autenticación y a través de WebSockets 
el resto de funcionalidades, lo que permite la simultaneidad entre clientes y así 
mejorar la experiencia de usuario. 
 
Una vez que el desarrollo progresa, un conjunto de pruebas funcionales 
asegura que la aplicación sigue funcionando correctamente. Estas pruebas se 
realizarán cada vez que haya una nueva funcionalidad en el proyeto para 
verificar que las funcionalidades anteriores siguen funcionando. 
 
El documento, además del desarrollo y verificación, incluye el plan de trabajo 
con un diagrama de Gantt y las horas mensuales dedicadas al proyecto, el 
diseño de la aplicación web utilizando un diagrama de vistas, la estructura de 
la base de datos, las vistas finales actuales y cómo progresará la aplicación 
una vez presentada. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The project is an attempt to design and create entirely a web application for 
managing individual and group projects as well as tracking time on them; it can 
be used in a large range of environments and purposes. Usage examples varies 
according each user, in case of a group of students, the application would 
improve work efficiency significantly when planning and organizing the 
development of a project; in addition, in a professional use, it would allow the 
client or responsible to follow-up the product implementation. 
 
The use of management applications has increased exponentially in recent years 
with the technological revolution. This fact led to have a wide variety of 
applications for this field; however, in most cases, each application has a very 
specific purpose requiring users to use several services if they want, for example, 
to have a ticket tracking service and an internal project manager. Creating a 
standard application would allow developers with few resources to give a higher 
quality service to customers. 
 
The project seeks the ease of use of providing the necessary functionalities for 
the management and administration of projects in a single place, in other words, 
a greater simplicity of usage. 
 
The first chapter of this report defines how the ideal application would be and 
compares the different existing applications with the developed one. 
 
In the second chapter, the objectives are presented, as well as the requirements 
for the optimal functioning of the application and its functionalities. In addition, the 
work plan carried out during the project is described, outlining the order in which 
the application has been developed. 
 
The third chapter briefly describes the different technologies used to develop the 
application, from programming languages to external libraries. 
 
In the fourth chapter, the design of the application is detailed, explaining in a 
simple way the operation of the main technologies used and finally the structure 
of the database and the working prototype of the web application. 
 
The fifth chapter shows the most significant points of the development, separated 
into front end and back end. Both cases include parts of the code for the 
demonstration of the internal functioning of the application. 
 
In the sixth chapter, the test batteries used to check that the application is working 
properly are explained and the final views from the web browser are illustrated. 
 
Lastly, a reflection on the objectives is made since the project started and 
presents different challenges encountered. Additionally, it comments functional 
improvements and customer tests to be performed in the future.  
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

 

1.1. Ideal application 

 
The ideal application would be one that allows the complete monitoring of all 
phases of a project, i.e. it should allow the creation of a project, the consequent 
creation of different tasks, the implication of each task to its corresponding worker 
and the monitoring of time per employee. 
 
In this way, it is possible to have a real time control of the costs of the project and 
of the situation in which the work is located. 
 
Finally, it must be possible to create invoices for each employee, so that the entire 
lifecycle of the project can be closed. 
 

1.2. Similar applications 

 
There are several applications that offer similar features; nevertheless, none 
allows the unification of all processes. The best known are Trello [1] and 
Teamleader [2]. 
 
In the first case, the basic version of Trello is a free web application, which allows 
only the organization of projects. In the second case, Teamleader is a modular 
application, which using several modules simultaneously allows to manage the 
project and create invoices. 
 
The purpose of the developed application is to facilitate in a simple and intuitive 
way the functionalities of a project organizer with those of an administrator. 
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Table 1.1. Application comparison 

 
 ProjectManager Trello Teamleader 

Developer portal    
Project organisation    

Reminders    

Project administration           (add-on)  
Roadmap    
Timesheet           (add-on)  
Invoices    

Project analysis           (add-on)  
Ticket management    

Customer portal    
Online payment    

Chat    
Plug-ins    

 
 
The comparison can be summarized in several strong points with respect to 
competition: 
 

 The simplicity of the interface is the strength of ProjectManager. In both 
Trello and Teamleader, the installation of add-ons or different modules 
reduces ease of use. 

 The union of the fields of organization and administration. 
 
On the other hand, there are various negative points: 
 

 Do not allow the installation of external add-ons. 

 Inability to make payments from the application.  
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CHAPTER 2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

2.1. Objectives 

 
The aim of the project is to create an application for project management, which 
the main function will allow the developer to control different pending tasks and 
the current state of each development as well as the time remaining before due 
date. 
 
In addition to this functionality, the application is the unification of different 
services to obtain an all-in-one manager. The integration of distinct 
characteristics associated with the direct development of the product will lead the 
application to have a great benefit differentiating itself from other similar services. 
 
Therefore, in order to have a real knowledge of the correct implementation of the 
different services, some testers will carry an examination and then, the feedback 
obtained will be used to release more accurate product to what the market needs. 
 
 

2.2. Functionalities 

 

 Project manager: developers will have a system to have control of the 
development state of each task of the project and/or the tasks to which 
they belong. 

 Project administrator: it will be able to have real-time statistics of the 
development state of the project, the hours involved in each task and 
export the data. 

 Notification system: the application shall notify the relevant users when the 
tasks reach their deadline or when is indicated by the users. 

 Chat: internal chat in which users will be able to interact allowing a more 
effective collaboration 

 Developer portal: place where the developer can see a summary of his 
recent tasks, pending tasks and recommendations. 
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2.3. Work plan 

 
The next two figures show how many hours approximately I spent in the project. 
The first image illustrates the project schedule, the devoted hours for each task 
and the current progress. Each colour has a different meaning, the green tasks 
are completed, the yellow tasks needs the completion of another tasks and red 
is the initial expected time; however, I do not have enough time to do it and is 
pending. 
 
The second bar chart shows the hours dedicated to the project every month. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.1. Gantt diagram using TeamGantt [4] 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2. Monthly hours graph 
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CHAPTER 3. TECHNOLOGIES 
 

3.1. Programming languages 

 

3.1.1. TypeScript 

 
It is a superset of JavaScript adding an optional static typing to the language.  
 
It is used in the client-side in order to create a dynamic and interactive web site. 
 
 

3.1.2. HTML5 

 
It defines the properties and behaviours of web page content by implementing a 
mark-up based pattern to it. 
 
It is used for views. 
 
 

3.1.3. SCSS 

 
It is a pre-processor scripting language is interpreted into CSS. It allows creating 
variables and separating the styles from the HTML and sharing the same 
properties along views. 
 
Used to improve visual appearance. 
 
 

3.1.4. JavaScript 

 
It is an object-oriented scripting language used in the in the server-side combined 
with Node.js. 
 
 

3.1.5. MongoDB 

 
MongoDB is an open source and non-relational (NoSQL) database program that 
uses JSON-like documents. 
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3.2. Development Environment 

 

3.2.1. Visual Studio Code 

 
It is a free open source development environment able to work with a large 
amount of programming languages and can be extended with multiple plug-ins. 
 
 

3.2.2. Angular 

 
It is an open-source web application framework, based on TypeScript and uses 
HTML5 and SCSS.  Angular builds native mobile and native desktop. 
 
The MVC framework aims for the best performance and scalability and allows the 
developer to build data models on RxJS to deal with huge data. 
 
 

3.2.3. Node.js 

 
It is an open-source, JavaScript run-time environment based on event-driven 
architecture. This environment strive to optimise the scalability. 
 
 

3.2.4. MongoDB Compass 

 
Visual tool for administration, creation and maintenance of MongoDB databases. 
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3.3. Third-party codes 

 

3.3.1. Restify 

 
It is a Node.js web service framework used for building RESTful web services. It 
is used to create the server simply and gives an outstanding performance. 
 
 

3.3.2. Socket.IO 

 
It is a JavaScript library for real-time web applications. It enables real-time, 
bidirectional and event-based communication. 
 
 

3.3.3. NgRx 

 
It is a framework for building reactive applications in Angular providing state 
management and isolation of side effects. 
 
 

3.3.4. Angular Material 

 
Library that provides common components based on Material Design guidelines 
and functionalities to give a custom window design.
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CHAPTER 4. DESIGN 

4.1. Overview 

 
Several technologies have been considered for the development of the front-end, 
such as React, Vue.js, but finally I have chosen Angular due to it is the best option 
to develop a Single Page Application (SPA), the usage of Typescript and Google 
powers it. 
 
The back-end is based on the Node.js technology together with Restify, as they 
are more suitable for a SPA development. 
 
The following diagram shows the structure used: 
 
 

 

Figure 4.1. Design diagram 
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4.2. Server 

 
The Node.js server is separated in two parts, on the one hand, the authentication 
part is a RESTful API and on the other hand, the applications own functionalities 
are part of an API that receives the requests via sockets. 
 
The following scheme describes the operation: 
 
 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Node.js diagram 
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4.3. Database architecture 

 
The database was designed with ‘Hackolade’ (see [13]) that is a visual data 
modelling software focused for NoSQL databases and has special functionalities 
that helps to take more advantage of this type of databases, in this case, 
embedded elements. 
 
The databases is composed of seven collections: 

- Users: collection storing all attributes of the user. The embedded arrays 
are used as reference; additionally, boards and projects have additional 
data related to himself. 

- Boards: it has the main structure of a board, references the tasks and the 
project related to itself. 

- Cards: it contains the information related to the task, having all the optional 
data in embedded documents and references the messages. 

- Projects:  it has the whole structure of a project and only references the 
users and messages in the project. 

- Messages: it saves the messages created in the boards and projects 
collections. The priority attribute is used to identify if a message is created 
by the server or by the user. 

- Chats: it contains the users in the conversation and all the messages in an 
embedded array. 

- Logger: capped collection responsible for storing all requests and their 
outcome. 
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Figure 4.3. MongoDB database design 
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4.4. Client 

 
The Angular framework is based on the existence of several modules, of which 
one module is the root and from this one others can be loaded lazily.  
 
This structure improves scalability and performance, each module consists of a 
variety of elements that allow the reusability of views, code and functionalities.  
 
The following diagram describes how it works: 
 
 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Angular diagram 

 
 
The application will be composed of three modules, app, auth and application, 
where ‘app’ is the root module and it is only used to load common features for 
‘auth’ and ‘application’ and to route the client to one or other according to the URL 
and if the user is logged. 
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4.5. Working prototype 

 
The functional design of the website has been done with the tool 'Justinmind' (see 
[14]); the views have been created with the most significant information and 
navigation. 
 
 

4.5.1. Navigation 

 
The navigation diagrams start from the two main points of the application, log in 
and dashboard. 
 
In the 'LogIn' view, we can access to the views of ‘SignUp’ and 
‘PasswordRecovery’, the ‘Dashboard’ can be accessed if the user has logged in 
with the correct credentials. 
 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Navigation diagram of log in view 

 
 
The dashboard is the first view of the application; however, the menu, which 
allows you to go to almost any other part of the web with ease, relates the 
navigation of the various views. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Navigation diagram of dashboard view 
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4.5.2. Templates 

 
All views are based on two templates, one for authentication and one for all 
application views. 
 
The authentication template keeps an informative image on the left and the 
ProjectManager icon on the right, the only change between views is the form 
below the application icon. 
 
On the other hand, the application template is divided into 4 parts. In the top 
margin there is a search engine for boards and projects and in the right corner a 
user menu, in the left margin there is access to the main views of each 
functionality, in the right margin is the chat and finally in the centre will be 
displayed the selected view. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.7. Authentication and application templates, respectively 
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4.5.3. Views 

 
This section shows the drafts of all views, which are joined by functionalities and 
lastly connected together with the main navigations. 
 
As discussed in the previous section, all views related to authentication use the 
same template, as we can see the login view allows navigating to different 
views related to authentication and to the main view of the application. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.8. Authentication views: log in, password recovery and sign up 

 
 
The remaining views are based on the application template. 
 
The dashboard displays user statistics on different tasks to which he is assigned, 
hours allocated in recent weeks, among others; a list of recent chats and a 
filterable list of future events. 
 
The calendar contains a monthly view of all tasks that have deadline and they 
can be filtered by different options such as priority and category. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.9. Dashboard and calendar views, respectively 
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Project management starts in the 'Boards list' view where the list of available 
boards is shown, from this view, the user can access the 'Creator' dialog, which 
will show a form with the data needed to create a board. 
 
Once the board is created, it will be displayed in the 'Board' view. This view is 
divided into two parts: the top toolbar, which contains common information about 
the board such as name, members and access to settings, and the remaining 
space contains the different lists that contain a card for each task. 
 
The view 'Settings' is an overlaid window that in its upper half allows the 
administration of the members of the table and in the lower half shows statistics 
about the current state of the table. 
 
Finally, the 'Card' view is also an overlaid window that allows the edition of the 
task, it contains the most relevant information such as the due date and the 
priority of the task at the top and the other part of the window shows the remaining 
information. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.10. Board views: Boards list, creator, board, settings and card 

 
 
Project administration is made up of three views.  
 
The ‘Projects list' view shows the available projects and if they are currently active 
and give and gives the option to create a new project navigating to ‘Creator’. 
 
The 'Project creator' view is composed of 3 phases: in the first phase the user 
configures the project data, in the second one the subprojects and in the last one 
the members who have access. 
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Three tabs form the ‘Project’ view. The first one shows general information along 
with statistics and the most recent activity related to the project, the second one 
displays statistics and information focused on the budget and the timesheet, in 
which you can see all the hours allocated by each user, and the last tab allows 
the administration of the members of the project. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.11. Project views: Projects list, project creator and project (3, 4 and 5) 

 
 
The profile view contains at the top the user's avatar and actions such as 
adding him to the chat, the rest of the view is divided into two columns, the left 
column shows the profile information and the right column shows the recent 
public activity. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.12. Profile view
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CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT 

5.1. Front end 

 
Currently, the angular development has the next number of lines: 
 

Table 5.1. Angular code summary 
 

Language Files Code Comment Blank Total 

TypeScript 86 6 847 527 1 677 9 051 

HTML 32 1 488 39 98 1 625 

SCSS 7 1 135 94 262 1 491 

 

5.1.1. Root module 

 
The modules as I commented in the design section, the configurations of the 
modules are centred in the file module.ts and this one refers to all the elements 
that are necessary. 
 

In this case, the root module is in charge of loading the essential angular 
modules, as well as the SharedModule, JwtModule and StoreModule modules, 
which are in charge of setting the application language, sending the 
authentication token in each HTTP request and initializing the state management, 
respectively. 
 
 

@NgModule({ 

  declarations: [AppComponent], 

  imports: [ 

    BrowserModule, BrowserAnimationsModule, 

    SharedModule, // Contains Translate Service among others 

    AppRoutingModule, // Contains the routes 

    JwtModule.forRoot({ config: { 

        tokenGetter: tokenGetter // Get access token 

    }}), 

    StoreModule.forRoot( appReducers ), 

    EffectsModule.forRoot([UserEffects, BoardEffects, MessageEffects]), 

    StoreRouterConnectingModule.forRoot() 

  ], 

  providers: [AuthService, AuthGuard, SocketService, HelperService, 

              UsersService, BoardsService, MessagesService], 

  bootstrap: [AppComponent] 

}) 
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Figure 5.1. Root module configuration 

On the other hand, the AppRoutingModule configuration of the previous figure 
refers to the following lines of code, where routes to the authentication module 
or the application according to the path; additionally, if the user tries to access 
the application first checks if the access token exists and is correct. 
 
 

const routes: Routes = [ 

    {path: 'auth',  loadChildren: './modules/home/home.module#HomeModule'}, 

    {path: 'app',  

        loadChildren: './modules/application/application.module#ApplicationModule', 

        canLoad: [AuthGuard]}, 

    {path: '', redirectTo: 'auth', pathMatch: 'full'} 

]; 

 

Figure 5.2. Root routing configuration 

 
 

5.1.2. Authentication module 

 
The authentication module has a clear purpose; therefore, it only imports the 
necessary modules for its operation making it a fast module to load. Only the 
different components used have been declared and the material design and 
translate modules have been imported. 
 
The module consists of five components, the log in, sign up and the password 
change process and finally, the dialog in which the email confirmation is 
performed. All components use the home.scss style sheet. 
 
These components communicate with the server API through AuthService and if 
the user logs in successfully, the token is saved. 
 
 

- home 

  home.module.ts 

  home.routing.ts 

  home.scss 

  - components 

    log-in.component.ts 

    sign.up.component.ts 

    request.password.component.ts 

    password.reset.component.ts 

    auth.dialog.component.ts 

  - views 

    log-in.html 

    sign.up.html  

    request.password.html      

    password.reset.html 

    auth.dialog.html 

  home.component.ts 

  home.component.html 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Authentication module structure  
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5.1.3. Application module 

 
The module combines all the functionalities of the application; thus, it will have a 
large number of components and modules to allow all them. The most important 
imported modules are the following: 
 

- FlexLayout: provides a sophisticated layout API and enables to specify 
easily different layouts, sizing, and visibilities for different display devices. 

- Material Design: provides basic components following the material 
guidelines. 

- PrimeNg: provides more customizable tables than material design and 
charts. 

- Avatar: generates avatars bases on a username or an image. 
- Calendar: provides a calendar component that can display events on a 

month, week or day view. 
 
It also declares all custom directives and pipes that I created during the 
development. 
 
Group of functionalities separates the components of this module; however, it 
also has a group for small components that can be reused in other parts of the 
application such as the date picker or the attachments selector. 
 
All components are based on the use of the state management, which is 
explained in section 4.6.9. Developing the application with this technology 
improves the angular performance substantially by changing the change 
detection strategy to OnPush, which makes angular to update the DOM when it 
detects a change in the input. 
 
The NgRx module will carry out the server communications and consequently all 
changes in the state. Therefore, the data received from the server are not used 
directly, but are received through observables connected to the state machine. 
 
Lastly, to use the data from the state, I created the container components, which 
are in charge of combining the different elements of the state to build the desired 
object and pass it as a parameter to the child who shows it. 
 
The file structure is shown in the next page. 
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- application 

  application.module.ts 

  application.routing.ts 

  application.component.scss 

  - components 

   - application-components 

      - menu-item-board-component  

        board-menu-item.component.ts 

        board-menu-item.html 

    - board-components 

      - board-home  

        board.home.component.ts 

        board.home.html 

      - board-creator-dialog  

        board.create.dialog.component.ts 

        board.create.dialog.html 

      - board-container  

        board.container.component.ts 

        board.container.html 

      - board 

        board.component.ts 

        board.html 

      - board-list  

        board-card-list.component.ts 

        board-card-list.html 

      - board-item  

        board-card-item.component.ts 

        board-card-item.html 

      - board-item-dialog 

        board-card-item.dialog.container.ts 

        board-card-item.dialog.container.html 

        board-card-item.dialog.component.ts 

        board-card-item.dialog.html 

      - board-settings-dialog  

        board.settings.dialog.container.ts 

        board.settings.dialog.container.html 

        board.settings.dialog.component.ts 

        board.settings.dialog.html 

    - timesheet-components 

      - timesheet-weekly-insert  

        timesheet.weekly.insert.component.ts 

        timesheet.weekly.insert.html 

   - dashboard-components 

      - dashboard  

        dashboard.component.ts 

        dashboard.html    

   - calendar-components 

      - calendar  

        calendar.component.ts 

        calendar.html 

   - common-components 

      - activity  

        activity.viewer.component.ts 

        activity.viewer.html 

        activity.message.component.ts 

        activity.message.html 

      - attachments  

        attachment.selector.component.ts 

        attachment.selector.html 

        attachment.avatar.component.ts 

        attachment.avatar.html 

        attachment.upload.dialog.component.ts 

        attachment.upload.dialog.html 

      - checklist  

        checklist.component.ts 

        checklist.html 

      - datepicker  

        datepicker.component.ts 

        datepicker.html 

      - members  

        members.selector.component.ts 

        members.selector.html 

        members.avatar.component.ts 

        members.avatar.html 

      - priority  

        priority.selector.component.ts 

        priority.selector.html 

  - styles 

    board.scss 

    timesheet.scss 

    common.scss 

  application.component.ts 

  application.component.html 

 

Figure 5.4. Application module structure 
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5.1.4. Authentication service 

 
This service is responsible for making HTTP requests related to authentication; 
in addition, it also adds functions to save the access token and decode it to check 
if it is valid or obtain the containing data. 
 
The HttpClient Angular module perform the HTTP requests, it can make any type 
of request and return the parsed response to the object indicated as observable. 
 
The following example shows the log in function of the service and the usage. 
 
 

logIn(email: string, password: string): Observable<{token: string, user: JSON}> { 

      const params = {'email': email, 'password': password}; 

 

      return this.http.post<{token: string, user: JSON}>( 

            environment.server.url + AuthURLs.base + AuthURLs.logIn, params 

      ); 

} 

 

Figure 5.5. Log in function 

 
 

this.userAuth.logIn(email, password).subscribe( 

      response => { 

            this.request = false; // Stop animation 

            this.userAuth.setToken(response.token); // Save access token 

            this.router.navigate(['../app']); // Navigate to application 

      }, 

      error => { 

            this.request = false; // Stop animation 

            switch (error.status) { /* Show error */ } 

      } 

); 

 

Figure 5.6. Log in function usage 
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5.1.5. Socket service 

 
The socket service makes almost all requests to the server within the application 
module. The service is based on two basic functions, which will be called from 
the state management to emit and listen to the different events. 
 
The creation of the socket and the different functions are carried out with the 
Socket.IO library. The socketIo function creates the socket with the URL of the 
server; in addition, the URL must include the access token. 
 
Once connected, as discussed in previous sections, this technology is event-
based, so all events are performed with the name of the event and an optional 
data. If the event has data, before emitting it, a timestamp will be added in order 
to enable error control in the state management. 
 
The following figures illustrates how to connect to the server and the functions for 
communicating with it. 
 
 

this.socket = socketIo( 

      environment.server.url + '?token=' + localStorage.getItem('access_token') 

); 

 

Figure 5.7. Create socket connection 

 
 

emit(event: string, data?: any): void { 

      if (data !== undefined) { 

            // Add timestamp and save it into state log 

      } 

      this.socket.emit(event, data); 

} 

 

listen(event: string): Observable<any> { 

      return new Observable<any>( observer => { 

            this.socket.on(event, (data: any) => { 

                  observer.next(data); 

            }); 

 

            // Dispose of the event listener when unsubscribed 

            return () => this.socket.off(event); 

      }); 

} 

 

Figure 5.8. Emit and listen functions in socket service 
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5.1.6. Translate service 

 
This service is part of the ngx-translate module and allows instant translation 
among languages without having to compile the client in each language. 
 
The service is configured in the SharedModule module, which is imported into the 
root module. In the module constructor are inserted the different languages 
supported by the application, English (UK and US) and Spanish, the English 
versions differ in the format of the dates, a fact that the application takes into 
account in its components, for example, in timesheets. 
 
The format of language files are JSON files, so accessing a value in the 
application is simple. 
 
 

{ 

 "HOME": { 

  "LogIn": { 

   ”Title": "Log in", 

   "Subtitle": "into your ProjectManager account", 

  }, 

  ... 

 },  

 ... 

} 

 

Figure 5.9. Language file example 

 
 

When initiating the application for the first time, I chose to use the browser 
language by default and save it in the local storage, in case the language is 
changed, the saved variable will be modified; therefore, the next time the 
application will use the corresponding language. 
 
Once configured, there are several ways to access the values of the language 
files; however, two have been used in the project, the pipe 'translate' in HMTL 
and the translate service in TypeScript. 
 
 

{{ 'HOME.LogIn.Title' | translate }} 

 

Figure 5.10. Getting translation in HTML 

 
 

this.translate.instant('HOME.LogIn.Title') 

 

Figure 5.11. Getting translation in TypeScript 
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5.1.7. Directives 

 
The directives allows creating custom behaviours to elements in the DOM. During 
the development, I created five directives, three for text inputs and two for 
detecting the click events: 
 

- autoFocus: it is used to autoselect an input when it appears in the DOM. 
- AutoSizeInput: it allows fitting the width of an input automatically while it 

grows or decrease. 
- autoSizeTextArea: it allows to fit the height of a textarea while it increase 

or decrease the number of lines. 
- clickInside: it emits an event when the user clicks inside the element. 
- clickOutside: it emits an event when the user outer the element. 

 
 

@Directive({ 

    selector: '[clickInside]' 

}) 

export class ClickInsideDirective { 

    constructor(private _elementRef: ElementRef) { } 

 

    @Output() 

    public clickInside = new EventEmitter<MouseEvent>(); 

 

    @HostListener('document:click', ['$event', '$event.target']) 

    public onClick(event: MouseEvent, targetElement: HTMLElement): void { 

        if (!targetElement) { return; } 

 

        if (this._elementRef.nativeElement.contains(targetElement)) { 

            this.clickInside.emit(event); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

Figure 5.12. Click inside directive code 
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5.1.8. Pipes 

 
The pipes takes the input data and transforms it to a desired output, using pipes 
allows the developer to repeat the same transformations repeatedly in different 
components. 
 
I created the next four pipes in this project: 
 

- datepipe: it allows to change the language provider of the original Angular 
date pipe at runtime using the translate service. 

- numberpipe: it takes the current language of the application and 
transforms the input number into the corresponding language format. 

- timeAgo: returns the difference between the input time and now in the 
current language. 

- highlight: it returns the text highlighted where the text matches the filter 
criteria. 

 
 

@Pipe({ name: 'numberpipe' }) 

export class NumberPipe implements PipeTransform { 

 

      constructor(private translate: TranslateService) { 

      } 

 

      transform(value: any, locale: string = null): string | null { 

            if (value === undefined || value === null) { 

                  return undefined; 

            } else if (typeof(value) !== 'number') { 

                  return value; 

            } 

 

            if (locale !== null) { 

                  return value.toLocaleString(locale); 

            } else { 

                  return value.toLocaleString(this.translate.currentLang); 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

Figure 5.13. Numberpipe directive code 
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5.1.9. Reactive state management 

 
The reactive state management is based on the framework NgRx, using this 
technology all the data comes from one source, the store. It provides significant 
benefits: 
 

- When an application is growing, keeping track of the state changes is 
messy and difficult to maintain, using NgRx the state is handled only in the 
store.  

- Having all the changes are in the same place makes easier debugging and 
testing. 

- Enabling to have a better performance using OnPush as detection change 
strategy. 

 
The next diagram summarises the workflow of this framework and the explanation 
in the most common case: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.14. NgRx flow diagram 

 
 
The component dispatches an action, this action trigger an effect that will emit an 
event to the server and wait for an answer, once received the answer, the result-
state will execute de side effect calling the reducer, which will update the store.  
 
When the store have a new state, the selector in the components will provide new 
values and update the views. 
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Once the basic operation has been explained, the following figures show the 
operation of the project Store: 
 
 

this._store.dispatch(new AddCardList({ 

            id: this.board._id, 

            name: this.newCardListFormControl.value, 

            position: this.board.lists.length 

})); 

 

Figure 5.15. AddCardList action dispatcher 

 
The effect receives the dispatched action and executes the addCardList function 
of the boards service, which will emit the event and once received the response, 
it will trigger the side effect through the action AddCardListSuccess. 
 
 

@Effect() 

addCardList$: Observable<Action> = this._actions$.pipe(             

      ofType<boardActions.AddCardList>(boardActions.EBoardActions.AddCardList), 

      switchMap(action => this._boardsService.addCardList(action.payload)), 

      switchMap((cardlist: ICardList) =>  

            of(new boardActions.AddCardListSuccess({cardList: cardlist}))) 

); 

 

Figure 5.16. Effect AddCardList 

 

 
 

Figure 5.17. Add Card List events 
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The reducer updates the state and returns the new state. 
 
 

return { 

      ...state, 

      boards: boardAdapter.updateOne( 

            { 

                  id: action.payload.cardList.boardId, 

                  changes: { 

                        lists:  

             [...state.boards.entities[action.payload.cardList.boardId].lists, 

                               <ICardList>{_id: action.payload.cardList._id}] 

                  } 

            }, 

            state.boards 

      ), 

      cardlists: cardListAdapter.upsertOne( 

            action.payload.cardList, 

            { 

                  ...state.cardlists, 

                  selectedCardListIds:  

                         [...state.cardlists.selectedCardListIds,  

                              action.payload.cardList._id]             

            } 

      ) 

}; 

 

Figure 5.18. AddCardListSuccess reducer 

 
 

5.1.10. Error handling 

 
I created an error handling using the reactive state management and based on 
its workflow.  
 
As commented in the section 4.6.5, before emitting the event, a timestamp is 
added and then, the current state is saved along with the action and payload of 
the event. When an error is received, it replaces the current state for the last 
correct state. 
 
This mechanism allows to be change the store state prior to receive the server 
answer when it is necessary for bringing a better user experience, for example, 
when changing a task from one list to another. 
 
Currently, this error handling is only supported in the board state, not in the whole 
application state. 
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5.1.11. Board component 

 
This section shows functioning and some code of the components of an Angular 
application. In particular, the components corresponding to board-container, 
board. 
 
The application uses NgRx; therefore, the data access is provided by the 
selectors that returns an Observable and the developer is who needs to combine 
the different observables. 
 
The component in charge of it is the container; it will select the data and combine 
it. Once the data is combined to the desired element, it is passed to the child. 
 
 

constructor(private _store: Store<IAppState>) { 

      this._store.dispatch(new GetBoard({id: this.currentBoardId})); 

      this._store.dispatch(new GetUsersByBoard({id: this.currentBoardId})); 

      this.board$ = this._store.pipe(select(selectBoardsById(this.currentBoardId))); 

      this.cardlists$ = this._store.pipe(select(selectSelectedCardLists)); 

      this.carditems$ = this._store.pipe(select(selectSelectedCardItems)); 

      this.users$ = this._store.pipe(select(selectUsersByBoardId(this.currentBoardId))); 

}  

 

getBoard(): Observable<IBoard> { 

      return combineLatest(this.board$, this.cardlists$, this.carditems$, this.users$) 

                  .pipe(map((result) => { 

            if (result[0] !== undefined) { 

                  if (result[3] !== undefined) { 

                        // Combine users with board users 

                        // Combine users with tasks users 

                  } 

                  // Combine tasks with lists 

                  // Combine lists with board lists 

            } 

            return result[0]; 

      } 

} 

 

Figure 5.19. Board.container.ts example 
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While the application is loading the data asynchronously, the view shows a 
spinner to keep the user aware that the application is working properly. Finally, 
when the function getBoard returns data shows the app-board component, which 
refers the board.component and passing the board as parameter. 
 
 

<div *ngIf="(getBoard() | async) as board; else loading"> 

      <app-board [board]="board"></app-board> 

</div> 

       

<ng-template #loading> 

      <mat-spinner></mat-spinner> 

</ng-template> 

 

Figure 5.20. Board.container.html 

 
 
At this point, the board component and its children sends the information by the 
inputs and outputs configured in the TypeScript files. 
 
 

@Input() board: IBoard; 

 

@Output() MoveListItems = new EventEmitter<{id: number, destinationId: 

number}>(); 

 

Figure 5.21. Receiving objects and emitting events 

 
 
The views from board are the following, where the spinner is shown while the 
data is loaded asynchronously and then rest of the composing board components 
are shown. 
 
 

  
 

Figure 5.22. Board view 
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5.2. Back end 

 
Currently, the server development has the next number of lines: 
 

Table 5.2. Node.js code summary 
 

Language Files Code Comment Blank Total 

JavaScript 20 2 254 96 445 2 795 

 

5.2.1. Server initialization 

 
The initialization is distributed in four parts: the creation of the server, the 
WebSockets service and the database connection and the routing of the 
requests. 
 
The initialization of the server is carried out by Restify, which through the 
createServer function creates the object that will register routes and handle 
requests. 
 
The creation of the socket service uses the Socket.IO library; this is initialized by 
passing the instance of the server to be bound. Once initialized, any connection 
request must include the token that authorizes it, the token provides greater 
security to the system; in addition, the user identifier will be used as socket 
identifier to make dealing with different connections easier. 
 
The next step is to connect to the MongoDB database through its own library, in 
case of error, the server will be closed and otherwise, the last phase will proceed. 
It starts listening requests and indicates the routes. 
 
The structure of the file is the following: 
 
 

const server = restify.createServer({ /* Options */ }); 

 

const io  = require('socket.io')(server.server); 

io.use((socket, next) => { /* Check request token */ }); 

io.engine.generateId = (req) => { /* Set User ID as Socket ID */ } 

 

MongoClient.connect( 

      config.development.db.uri,  

      function(err, client) { 

            // Exit server if error       

            server.listen(config.development.port, () => { /* Set routes */ }); 

}); 

 

Figure 5.23. Server initialization  
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5.2.2. Routes 

 
Route files keep the server structure cleaner; therefore, when it is necessary to 
make changes the developer can easily find the desired function even an external 
developer. 
 
In this way, access to the controllers is segregated by functionalities, for example, 
authentication and file upload/download on HTTP are separated. 
 
The code of the file is different according each protocol and framework used. 
 
In the case of Restify, the file exports a function with the different available HTTP 
methods using the server variable from the server initialization. Each request 
needs to have a path and as many handlers as needed to give the desired 
feature. For example, if a method must be only accessible to authenticated users, 
a middleware can be used to check it and reject the request if necessary. 
 
In the following figure, there is the use of different methods and a middleware in 
the second post method. 
 
 

module.exports = function(){ 

      server.post( 

            { name: 'User - Sign Up', path: '/api/auth/signup' },  

            (req, res, next) => UserController.signUpUser(req, res, next) 

      ), 

      server.post( 

            { name: 'User - Log Out', path: '/api/auth/logout'},  

            (req, res, next) =>  md_auth.ensureAuth(req, res, next),  

            (req, res, next) => UserController.logOutUser(req, res, next) 

      ), 

      server.get( 

            { name: 'User - Verify Email', path: '/api/auth/verifyemail'},  

            (req, res, next) => UserController.verifyEmail(req, res, next) 

      ), 

      server.post( 

            { name: 'User - Password Reset', path: '/api/auth/passwordreset'},  

            (req, res, next) => UserController.passwordReset(req, res, next) 

      ), 

      ... 

}; 

 

Figure 5.24. Part of user routes 
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On the other hand, in the case of WebSocket, being an event-based protocol, the 
action identifier is used to decide which controller function to use. 
The file exports a function that contains all the events.  
 
The socket variable refers to the user who made the request, whereas the 
sockets variable refers to all active connections in the application. 
 
The advantage of this technology is that each socket can belong to different 
rooms or share one, so that if necessary a response can be sent to all users of 
the same room and not just to the sender. 
 
The following example shows the structure of the file and the basic operation of 
the used library. For example, in the first event the join and leave functions are 
used to join and leave a room and in the last event the sockets belonging to a 
room are passed as parameter. 
 
 

module.exports = function(){ 

      socket.on('[Board] Join', function(boardId) {   

            const roomKey = Object.keys(socket.rooms).find(m => m.startsWith('b-

')); 

            if (roomKey !== undefined) { 

                  socket.leave(roomKey) 

            } 

            socket.join('b-' + boardId); 

      }), 

      socket.on('[Board] Get Boards', function() {   

            BoardController.getBoards(socket) 

      }), 

      socket.on('[Board] Update Board', function(params){ 

            BoardController.updateBoard(socket, params) 

      }), 

      socket.on('[Board] Add Card List', function(params){ 

            BoardController.addCardList( 

                 sockets.in(Object.keys(socket.rooms).find(m => m.startsWith('b-

'))), 

                 params 

            ) 

      }), 

      ... 

} 

 

Figure 5.25. Part of board routes 
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5.2.3. Controllers 

 
In order to maintain a solid and clear structure each functional group of the 
application has its own controller. 
 
Each controller has defined a series of functions that always return a JSON 
response regardless of the protocol used. 
 
In the case of HTTP, the responses must contain the status code as indicated in 
its definition along with an optional response. The server framework also requires 
calling the next function to enable it to continue with the next handler if it exists. 
 
 

function http(req, res, next){ 

      const params = sanitize(req.body); 

      // Access database using params 

      res.send(200, response); 

      return next(); 

} 

 

Figure 5.26. HTTP request handling example 

 
 

In the case of the WebSocket protocol, the emission of the event must take into 
account whether the event is only for who made the request, for all the room 
members or only for the rest of the room members.  
 
For a better visualization of where one or other is used, as a general rule, I 
decided that the route file will send the destination sockets of the event as 
parameter. Thus, the controller functions does not need to change. 
 
 

function onlySocket(socket, parameters){ 

      const params = sanitize(parameters); 

      // Access database using params 

      socket.emit('[Example] Add Example Success', response); 

} 

 

function multipleSockets(sockets, parameters){ 

      const params = sanitize(parameters); 

      // Access database using params 

      sockets.emit('[Example] Add Example Success', response); 

} 

 

Figure 5.27. WebSocket event handling example 
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In both protocols, before executing any function we must ensure that the data of 
the request is safe, to achieve it, the library 'mongo-sanitize' is used stripping out 
any keys that start with '$' in the input avoiding Query Selector Injection Attacks 
(see [15]). 
 
 

5.2.4. Emails 

 
Emails are sent using the nodemailer library, which must be configured during 
server start-up. 
 
The configuration is as follows: 
 
 

const mailer = nodemailer.createTransport({ 

      host: ‘smtp.projectmanager.com’, 

      port: 465, 

      secure: true, 

      auth: { 

            user: 'admin@projectmanager.com', 

            pass: 'XXXXXXXX' 

      } 

}); 

 

Figure 5.28. Nodemailer configuration 

 
 
I created the file email.service.js in order to generalize the sending of emails in 
the whole application. This file contains the sendEmail function and all the 
templates of email of the application, thus, to send an email I just need to indicate 
the destination email and the template to be used. 
 
Part of the file code is as follows: 
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function sendEmail(toEmail, template){ 

 

      const email = { 

            from: ’info@projectmanager.com', 

            to: toEmail, 

            subject: template.subject, 

            html: template.content, 

            attachments: [{ 

                  filename: 'icon.png', 

                  path: 'icon.png', 

                  cid: 'unique@icon'  

            }] 

      } 

 

      mailer.sendMail(email, function(error, info){ 

            if (error) { /* Return error */ } 

      });  

} 

 

const EmailConfirmation = { 

      'en': { 

           'subject': 'Confirm your account', 

           'content': fs.readFileSync(dirTemplates + '/sign-up/en.html').toString() 

      }, 

      'es': { 

           'subject': 'Confirme su cuenta', 

           'content': fs.readFileSync(dirTemplates + '/sign-up/es.html').toString() 

      } 

} 

 

Figure 5.29. Send email function and email confirmation object 
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5.2.5. Sensible data 

 
The developed application contains sensitive data that should not be visible, for 
example, the passwords of users. These data must be stored encrypted or 
hashed. 
 
Currently, the project only contains the password as data to be protected. The 
safest way to save a password is to use a hash, which is a one-way encryption 
that converts the plaintext to a secret code; therefore, there is no way back to the 
actual plaintext from the hashed version. 
 
The hashing will be performed with the Argon2 library, which implements the use 
of random salt automatically, which avoids the use of rainbow tables (see [16]).  
 
The library uses the next function: 
 
 

argon2.hash(password).then(hash => { 

      // Use hashed password 

}).catch(err => { 

      // Return error 

}); 

 

Figure 5.30. Hash plaintext example 

 
Password verification is achieved with the function: 
 
 

argon2.verify(passwordHashed, passwordToCompare).then(match => { 

      if (match) { 

            // Correct password 

      } else { 

            // Not valid password 

      } 

}).catch(err => { 

      // Return error 

}); 

 

 

Figure 5.31. Hash verification example 
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5.2.6. Actions log 

 
The action log is a record of all calls made to the server. The use of this log allows 
to have record of improper actions of users and in case of errors, these can be 
replicated. 
 
Each log entry must contain the ID or IP of the user who makes the request, the 
action that is executed and the result of the request; it also contains the 
parameters that you have received and, in case of error, the exception error. 
 
I developed the logger service to implement this functionality. This service 
contains two enumerations, one with the possible actions and the other with 
possible results, and finally the insertLog function that saves the entry in the 
database. 
 
 

logger.insertLog( 

      req.connection.remoteAddress, logger.actions.Insert, 'Sign Up', params,  

      logger.results.Ok 

); 

 

Figure 5.32. Logging sign up successful action 

 
 
In the next page, the figure shows some rows of this collection. The id during the 
action ‘Log In’ represents the original IP address of the client; however, as the 
environment is working in local, the value is the loopback address. 
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Figure 5.33. Actions log 
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5.2.7. Errors 

 
The handling of responses if any authentication or internal server error occurs is 
different depending on the protocol used. 
 
If the error occurs in HTTP, the restify-errors library is used to return the response 
with the status code of the error type. 
 
The following example responds the request with the status 401 with the object 
error as data. 
 
 

return next(new restifyerrors.UnauthorizedError(error)) 

 

Figure 5.34. Returning error in HTTP example 

 
 
In the case of WebSockets there is no common dealing with errors; therefore, I 
created the error service that contains the handling of errors with the aim of 
sending the errors with the optimal structure for the client. 
 
 

class CustomError extends Error { 

      constructor(message, timestamp) { 

            super(message) 

            this.method = message.method 

            this.message = message.message 

            this.timestamp = timestamp 

      } 

      toJSON() { 

            return { 

                  error: { 

                        method: this.method, 

                        message: this.message, 

                        timestamp: this.timestamp 

                  } 

            } 

      } 

} 

function sendError(socket, action, errorToLog, errorToSend, timestamp) { 

      // Log Error 

      socket.emit(action,  (new CustomError(errorToSend, timestamp).toJSON())); 

} 

 

Figure 5.35. Custom error handling in WebSockets 
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Lastly, the following function must be called: 
 
 

return socketerrors.sendError ( 

      socket,  

      socketerrors.types.Board.Action,  

      error,  

      socketerrors.types.Board.GetBoard, 

      params.timestamp 

);  

 

Figure 5.36. Returning error in WebSockets example
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CHAPTER 6. TEST 

6.1. Test 

 
Having a set of functional tests to fulfil is needed in order to ensure that the current 
functionalities are working while the development keeps growing up. 
 
The tests are separated by functionalities and as new features are added, they 
will be added independently. This way, each test group will be easier to perform 
and keep track of it. 
 
 

Table 6.1. Authentication functionalities tests 

 
Test Google 

Chrome 
Mozilla 
Firefox 

Microsoft 
Edge 

Sign up    
Verify account    
Log in    
Recover password    
Log out    
Try to enter app without token    

 

Table 6.2. Board functionalities tests 

 
Test Google 

Chrome 
Mozilla 
Firefox 

Microsoft 
Edge 

Create board    

Manage users from board    
Add / Move / Delete lists    
Add / Move / Delete tasks    
Check all tasks functionalities    
Manage users from tasks    
Simultaneity among users in 
tables    
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6.2. Results 

 
A few months after the beginning of the development of the project, as discussed 
in other sections, the first version of the application meets part of the 
functionalities and requirements but there is still work to be done. 
 
The client can perform the basic functions of authentication, sign up, thus he will 
receive an email to confirm his mail, recover the password, so he will also receive 
an email with further instructions or log in and access the application. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Log in and sign up views, respectively 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6.2. Registration and password request emails, respectively 
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Once logged in, the user has access to all the functionalities available at this time. 
First, he can create tables that are not project-based (functionality not available) 
and can select them through the boards list or the upper menu. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.3. Board creator overlay 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6.4. Board selection 
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Each table contains its own members and settings for each one. For example, a 
user can assign a table as a favourite and this does not affect the other members. 
 
The composition of the view is based on the existence of different lists, which are 
identified by an informative title, in the example; typical Kanban columns are 
used. Each list can contain an infinite list of tasks and can be moved from one to 
the other. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.5. Board item 

 
 
In the task window members have access to a variety of functionalities, they can 
assign the task to members, add deadlines, attach files or web links, assign 
priorities, among others. In addition, they can also add comments. 
 
The functionality of impute hours is under development as it is closely related to 
projects. 
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Figure 6.6. Task item overlay 

 
 
By clicking on the settings button, the user accesses the following views where 
the general statistics of the board in the last periods are shown and allows the 
administration of the board members, in this case only users with administrator 
or project manager roles can make changes. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.7. Board settings: statistics and member management, respectively 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the beginning, I was sure that the basis of the project would be the union of 
the project management with the administration and combined with additional 
functionalities and an easy and simple interface would allow the user to take 
advantage of the tool from the first contact. Currently, the development of 
management is completed; however, there is a long way to go as the second part 
of the application, administration, remains to be developed. 
 
The technologies are primarily used in the development of Single Page 
Application (SPA), topic that I had no previous knowledge of. Angular has a long 
learning curve that makes the development challenging and discouraging at first, 
since I had to spend many hours to understand the operation of different types of 
modules and the use of good practices while progressing with the development. 
 
On the other hand, Node.js has a more general use and its structure depends 
more on the additional frameworks that I use; therefore, in my case, it is more 
difficult to use a not-typed language as I am used to this kind of language. 
 
Although both technologies have given me challenges, development speed and 
ease of use increase considerably when I gradually understood how they work. 
 
Carrying out a long-term project on my own leads to problems that are not purely 
related to development. The most determining factor I found in this aspect was 
the scheduling, which at first I underestimated the complexity of what I was 
dealing with. Therefore, the main change that I would make in a new project 
would be making work plan more realistic in a way that I could fulfil it. 
 
In the development, the implementation of NgRx is the most difficult part in the 
entire project, its benefits are important although implementing it is complex as it 
currently consists of more than 2000 lines of code. Another tough part of the 
developing has been the implementation of MongoDB, which its functions using 
the official driver are asynchronous and this sometimes complicates its 
implementation if I need to analyze data from different calls to the database. 
 
The decision to use technologies of which I did not have any previous knowledge 
has been a major challenge. The knowledge acquired about these technologies 
allows me to have improved as a developer, increased my capacity for self-
learning and to be more adaptive to new challenges. 
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Future work 
 
The software development has not been finished yet; actually, I have developed 
about 50% of the project. With the knowledge acquired in recent months, 
progress will be faster than in the beginning, allowing to finish the rest of 
functionalities with less hours development. 
 
The development of the functionalities are in the next order: 
 
In first place, I will focus in developing the project administration and invoices 
functionalities, as they are with project organisation the main features of the 
project. 
 
Secondly, the chat service will allow the communication among users easily 
without the need for third party tools.  
 
Lastly, the functionalities, user dashboard and personal calendar, related to 
showing information of the current projects and tasks are the last, as they need 
to have whole application working properly and report the most significant 
statistics and information. 
 
Once all functionalities are almost finished, there are only three more steps: 
 
Some potential clients will test the application to identify problems and possible 
improvements and at the same time, I would contact a web designer to improve 
the appearance and redistribute some elements in order to enhance the overall 
quality of the application. Finally, I will finish the application performing the last 
improvements with the results of these two parts. 
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